JEFFERS LEARNING RESOURCES CENTER
Assistive Technology: Behavior
1. All-Turn-It Spinner by Able Net: The switch-activated All-Turn-It
Spinner, with built-in external switch jack, enables random selections for
choosing groups or playing games of chance like bingo. Overlays made with
Reusable Vinyl Stickers can be a learning tool for basic concepts like
numbers, colors and shapes, or skills such as matching, sorting and
sequencing. It's so easy to set up; a student's peers can do it. Flexible format
makes it easy to customize to any classroom activity.
How does it work? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7BZyROV6YlI
2. Chair Bands for Kids with Sensory Needs:
• [More Focus and Less Nervous] : GNAWRISHING fidget bands are
designed to increase focus and attention while letting kids move when
they are studying or eating, perfect and cheap alternative classroom
and home seating solution for your students and kids with fidget feet
• [Easy to Install and Remove] : ZERO cumbersome materials and
components, three pieces flexible latex chair band are perfect suitable
for different kinds of chair,desk and so on. One person is enough for
installing, have try to let your kids install it by themselves and
improve their DIY skill at the same time, they will do it well
• [Perfect Gifts for Your Students and Kids] : If you don’t want to buy
huge quantity of latex fidget bands, GNAWRISHING is your best
choice. Cheaper price but better quality and upgrade version extra
elastic chair bands to our customers, that is reason why you choose us.
This mini package of chair bands are enough for your students and
kids with fidget feet , giving your only love to your love one only
• [100% Non-toxic Material] : Our products are made by 100% natural
non-toxic latex which import from Thailand and manufactured by
professional factories, make it extra elastic version chair bands to
prevent broken by stepping or pulling, easy to help fidgeting students
and kids with self-regulation and provide flexible alternative seating
in classrooms and home.
• [OUR INDUSTRY LEADING ‘LOVE IT OR 100% of YOUR
MONEY BACK’ GUARANTEE] - Each bands are covered with the
‘love it or 100% of your money back’ guarantee! If for any reason you

are not completely satisfied with the bands, we will refund the entire
amount (or replace it free-of-charge)
How does it work? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gpsZ2e3Ustk
3. Good Behavior Star Chart by Coolcho:
•
SMART LEARNING TOOL– Educational toy for teaching your
children responsibility, potty training, discipline, encourage good
behavior and achieving their individual goals at school and at home.
Chores also help kids develop independence-skills and a sense of
feeling proud about making a contribution to the family or classroom.
• POSITIVE REWARD SYSTEM – for creating your kids daily and
weekly routine by giving them rewards. The perfect teaching tool that
uses positive reinforcement and a great visual reminder for kids to see
what they need to get done for the day. Children will be excited to
show you all of the stars they have earned at the end of the day. JUST
MAKE LEARNING FUN!
• SUPER THICK STURDY ERASABLE CHART BOARD –Blank
secures great on any metal surface, you can also hang it on the wall
with hanging rope in classroom or other areas.
• FOR UP TO THREE CHILDREN -There are specific designed
pictures 20 reusable chore magnets: Potty training, Morning routine,
Bedtime, Eating, Reading books and more or you can create your
unique tasks using our Free Fine Ink Type Magnetic Marker With
Eraser,198 Colorful Magnetic Reward Stars enough for each day of
the week and Storage Bag to hold the stars.
4. Got It! By Learning Resources: This device features a 2-faced monster
character, which pits players against each other for head-to-head play with
twice the speed and skill challenge. It offers solo game play option if
desired. It includes reading and math games with bonus rounds for high
scores, motivating kids to succeed. Got It! provides immediate feedback
through fun graphics and sound effects, and also allows for quiet play with
adjustable volume control and 2 headphone jacks.
How does it work? ** Instruction Manual included**

5. Stay-N-Play Flexible School Chair by Gaiam:

•

•

•

•

PERFECT SEAT FOR ACTIVE KIDS: Stay-N-Play Balance Ball
provides a flexible seat for high energy and active kids and includes 5
soft stabilizing legs assuring the ball stays in place when not in use
PROMOTES HEALTHY POSTURE AND MIND: Encourages kids
to learn, adopt and practice a healthy posture while building core
strength from active sitting and play in the classroom and at home
while studying or reading and during movie time or watching TV
IMPROVES FOCUS AND CONCENTRATION: Ball movements
increase blood flow to the brain, helping to improve concentration and
increase focus, reduce restlessness, and prevent boredom and
distractions in class by keeping the body active and the mind engaged
GET THE WIGGLES OUT: Alternative seating option for kids in
Elementary grade school classrooms providing an outlet for excess
energy and to reduce fidgeting as well as at home as a fun and active
way to get the "wiggles out".

SUGGESTED USER HEIGHTS:
•
•

45cm is best for children ages 5-8 or 45” - 50” tall.
52cm is best for children ages 8-12 or 51” - 56” tall.

INFLATION INSTRUCTIONS:
•
•
•
•
•

Allow ball to reach room temperature before inflating.
Inflate ball and insert plug into hole.
Ball may not inflate to 100% of size on initial inflation.
Wait 24 hours.
Deflate 50% and inflate again to 45 or 52cm.

How does it work? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7dHQ-c0Sa6E
6. Stretchy String Fidget by Impresa:
•

•

Whether in search of a new fidget toy or tactile / sensory toy, our
Monkey Noodles are perfect. Stretch, pull, twirl, wrap and squeeze
them - then watch them bounce back to their original shape! They're
perfect for sensory and tactile stimulation
Made with High-Quality Custom Formulated Materials, they are
hypoallergenic, nontoxic, and free of BPAs, phthalates and latex. Our
stretchy strings are strong, durable and safe for kids and adults alike

•

•

•

Perfect for the Classroom, Home or Office, they're great for parents,
teachers, students, therapists and anyone else. 5-pack, COLORS MAY
VARY. Each unit is 12 inches long and stretches up to 8 feet!
Fidget and Sensory Toys are great for all children and adults, but
especially those with ADD/ADHD, OCD, autism, or high anxiety
levels. These toys help promote a sense of calm, reduce stress /
anxiety and can increase focus / attention
Suitable for Ages 3+. Great addition to a collection of fidget
toys/items, including squishy balls, tangle toys, rings, jewelry,
necklaces, twiddle toys, and pencil toppers. Note: Do not wrap around
neck or use to restrict blood flow.

How does it work? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qXcPpdLSvxI
7. Wiggle Seat Big Sensory Cushion (for kids age 6-18) by Bouncyband:
•

•

•

•
•

INCREASE FOCUS - Specifically designed to help young kids stay
focused and on task while sitting - the seat gives them an outlet for
excess energy in the classroom and during meals
ACTIVE LEARNING - Allow pre-school and young elementary
students to quietly move while working, enabling them to stay on task
and be more productive
CALMING INFLUENCE - Flexible child size nubs on one side and
smaller bumps on the other give a choice for just the right amount of
tactile stimulation
IMPROVES POSTURE - 13" Ergonomic disc causes the body to
stabilize itself improving core strength and posture
CUSTOMIZE FIRMNESS - Comes inflated and includes and easyinflation pump to contour exactly to each child's needs

How does is work?
8. Wobble Chair Flexible Seating Stool (age 6-7) by Kore Kids LLC:
•

•

IMPROVE POSTURE | The Kore Wobble Chair transforms the
conventional seat into a playground for your child's imagination.
Encouraging active sitting and allowing one's knees, hips and back to
find comfortable and ever-changing positions
SUPERIOR FOCUS | Continuous movement while sitting relaxes the
right side of the brain, leading to better focus. Helps people that are
diagnosed with all forms of ADD, ADHD, and Autism

•

•

•

ENERGY OUTLET | By Increasing secondary focus the Kore
Wobble Chair provides an outlet to move around without distracting
other students or co-workers.
SAFE | A patented anti-roll safety ring on the base prevents tip-overs
and falls. The gentle-rounded base is stable, moves with child and
rests naturally upright. Ideal for all children thanks to fixed height
options ranging from 10" to 18.7"
MADE in the USA | Proudly American - All plastic Kore Wobble
Chairs are manufactured in the USA. Kore Wobble Chairs are
available in all 50 states, Canada and Europe. Kore offers a
LIFETIME WARRANTY!

How does it work? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=27ZE0ZWfUAg
9. Woojer: Silent, Wearable Woofer by Woojer Ltd.: Woojer is a
matchbox-sized, wearable device that accurately reproduces bass
frequencies and delivers the emotional tactile sensation directly to your
body. When wearing Woojer you, literally, FEEL the sound of your favorite
music & games. Woojer clips to your clothing and provides up to four hours
of immersive audio. Compatible with standard 3.5mm jacks, Woojer
connects with all standard headsets and audio sources.
Simply plug and play.
How does it work? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wdUHjc8U1DE

